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Abstract. Product recommendation in e-commerce is a widely applied
technique which has been shown to bring benefits in both product sales
and customer satisfaction. In this work we address a particular product
recommendation setting — small-scale retail websites where the small
amount of returning customers makes traditional user-centric personal-
ization techniques inapplicable. We apply an item-centric product recom-
mendation strategy which combines two well-known methods – associa-
tion rules and text-based similarity – and demonstrate the effectiveness
of the approach through two evaluation studies with real customer data.
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1 Introduction

The benefits that recommender systems (RSs) can bring to e-businesses are
widely recognized. In addition to direct increase of revenue, RSs have been
shown to increase customer loyalty and direct customers to new items in the
product catalog [4]. Well-known examples of e-commerce recommenders, such
as those used by Amazon1, attract a large user community and typically rely
on user-centric recommendation techniques that exploit the target user’s shop-
ping history [9]. However, a small-scale retail setting poses additional challenges
for product recommendation. Users of small-scale e-commerce websites often do
not have extensive shopping history records, many customers being one-time
visitors. Consequently, traditional rating-based personalization techniques (i.e.,
user-based or item-based collaborative filtering) are inapplicable in such settings.

In this work we propose a flexible product recommendation solution which
can be applied to various product domains and which provides meaningful recom-
mendations without relying on user profiling. We develop our approach working
with two real-world websites — a party costume and accessory store which in
this paper we refer to as Retailer #1, and a skateboarding shop which we refer

1 http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=16465251
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to as Retailer #2. Both businesses are small-scale retailers, Retailer #1 ’s web
site receiving a daily traffic of around 900 visits on average and Retailer #2 ’s
site receiving on average 200 daily visits. For both retailers, roughly 50% of the
visitors only view one product and few are returning customers. The customer-
product purchase data is therefore sparse: during the first two months of the
evaluation period, out of 7800 products in Retailer’s #1 catalog, 2200 items
were purchased, roughly 50% of them only once; for Retailer #2, out of 1500
products, 90 were purchased, out of them 70 only once.

Since such data is not sufficient for applying user-centric recommendation
techniques, we adopt an item-centric approach, by establishing a degree of relat-
edness between any two products in a retailer’s product catalog. We identify two
techniques for computing item relatedness – one based on textual descriptions of
products, and the other based on product co-occurrence in shoppers’ browsing
histories. The proposed recommender is based on a combination of the two tech-
niques. Being able to compute a relatedness score for any pair of products allows
us to implement a service which provides product recommendations when a user
is viewing a product web page. The viewed product acts as a ‘seed’ or ‘query’
for recommending the top-N most related products from the catalog, which can
be displayed in a recommendation panel on the product page.

The contributions of this work are the following: a) analyzing the problem
of product recommendation in the particular setting of small-scale retailers; b)
suggesting a technique which is applicable to any product domain (provided that
the products have text descriptions); and c) performing a user study with real
customers of two retail websites.

In the following section we describe product recommendation techniques used
in e-commerce. Next, we describe the implementation of the proposed approach.
Then, we describe the offline experiments conducted to validate the adopted rec-
ommendation strategy. Finally, we describe the online evaluation of the system
and outline future work directions.

2 Related Work

A major challenge encountered when applying RS algorithms to real world e-
commerce platforms is data sparsity — users view or purchase only a small
fraction of the product catalog thus making traditional rating-based techniques
difficult to apply. Moreover, user profiling in an e-commerce setting is challeng-
ing due to the lack of explicit ratings. Due to the above challenges, e-commerce
recommendations often cannot be closely tailored to the preferences of each indi-
vidual user, but need to be generated in a way that would satisfy the majority of
customers [6, 7]. Hence, recommendations in e-commerce are typically based on
computing item-to-item similarities and using these to recommend items (prod-
ucts) that are similar to the ones viewed or purchased by the user [3, 8]. The
core step in such approaches is reliably computing item similarity, which is often
alleviated by employing data mining techniques, such as product clustering and
association rule mining [10].
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Cho et al. [3] used the shopping behaviour of online customers as a source
of item similarity information. The authors distinguished three levels of user’s
involvement with an item — an item view, a basket placement, and an item
purchase. Product association rules were mined for each source of information
separately and then combined into a single item similarity score by giving most
importance to item co-occurrence among purchases and least importance to item
co-occurrence among viewed items. The authors also employed a product taxon-
omy to address the data sparsity problem — grouping products into categories
(e.g., types of apparel) before association rule mining.

Li et al. [8] proposed modeling the grocery recommendation problem as a bi-
partite graph with users and items as nodes, and edges representing the purchase
of an item by a user. The authors computed product similarity using transition
probabilities between items in the graph (passing through the user nodes). While
the first order of transition probabilities only allowed establishing similarity be-
tween items that were bought together, repeating the probability propagation
resulted in higher orders of similarity. This allowed establishing similarity be-
tween items that did not appear in the same baskets but were related through
common neighbours, thus alleviating the data sparsity problem.

Product recommendation for small-scale retailers is even more challenging
compared to the large-scale retail setting, particularly due to the small number
of returning customers and limited purchase history of individual users. Chen
et al. [2] addressed this problem by combining product association rules with
a number of heuristics for providing recommendations when the available data
is not sufficient for association rule mining. The proposed heuristics included
recommending products that are most popular among users from the target
user’s country, or products that are most frequently purchased in the last month.

In our work, we also employ association rule (AR) mining, however we address
the data sparsity problem by combining ARs with text-based item similarity.
Moreover, similarly to Cho et al. [3], to cope with the limited amount of purchase
data, we use product views as a source for AR mining.

3 The Approach

We observe that retail websites typically organize the product data into cate-
gories containing products that are similar in terms of their intended use, for
instance, the product reindeer costume may belong to a category animal cos-
tumes. We exploit such grouping when evaluating our approach in an offline
setting (see Section 4).

Furthermore, individual products can vary according to certain characteris-
tics (e.g., size or colour). For instance, the product reindeer costume may vary
by size — small or large. The item small reindeer costume is the actual product
variant sold by the retailer. Given such an organization of products, our goal was
to design a recommendation service which functions on the level of products to
avoid recommending variants of the same product (e.g., recommending a small
reindeer costume for users viewing a large costume of the same kind).
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The proposed item-centric product recommender first computes relatedness
scores for any pair of products in the retailer’s catalog. Then, given a product
viewed by the user, the system can obtain all scores between the viewed prod-
uct and other products in the catalog, rank them according to the score, and
recommend the top-N products to the user. The product relatedness scores can
be pre-computed, since they do not depend on the user.

We view product relatedness as either item similarity or complementarity
— two Christmas-themed costumes may be considered similar to each other,
while a costume and a matching accessory are complementary. The proposed
text-based relatedness computation approach mostly allows capturing product
similarity relations, while the co-occurrence-based approach may capture both
similarity and complementarity relations. Next we describe the two approaches
for computing product relatedness scores.

3.1 Text-based Approach

The text-based similarity computation is a technique widely used in web mining,
information retrieval, and natural language processing, since it allows estimating
similarity between a pair of text documents and may be used for matching a
user’s query to documents, for document clustering, etc.

To compute the text-based relatedness of two products, we represent each
product as a document concatenating the name, keywords, and description of
the product taken from the retailer’s database.

The text documents are then preprocessed using stopword removal, stem-
ming, and tokenization, converting the documents into a bag of n-grams repre-
sentation. The collection of all product documents is then turned into a matrix
of feature vectors with one row per document (i.e., a product) and one col-
umn per feature (i.e., a token). We use Python’s scikit-learn package2 for text
preprocessing and building the document matrix.

Having built the document matrix, we can compute the similarity between
any pair of vectors in the matrix (i.e., documents). We define the text-based
relatedness score of two products as the cosine similarity between their vector
representations:

reltext(i, j) =
di · dj

‖di‖ × ‖dj‖
(1)

where di and dj are the vectors of the documents describing products i and j.
The process of text preprocessing and creating vector representations of the

documents depends on a number of settings, e.g., the minimal length of terms
to be considered for tokenizing the documents, the n-gram length range, etc.
The optimal configuration of these settings was determined through an offline
evaluation (see Section 4).

2 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/feature_extraction.html#

text-feature-extraction
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3.2 Co-occurrence-based Approach

The second technique we employ for computing relatedness scores uses associa-
tion rule (AR) mining. While the general form of an AR is (X ⇒ Y ) where X
and Y are sets of products and the presence of items X implies a high chance of
observing items Y , we limited our analysis to rules containing one product on
each side, i.e., (i⇒ j), where i and j are products.

Since the purchase transaction records of small-scale retailers typically do
not provide sufficient product catalog coverage, we employ product views for
AR mining. The underlying assumption for this method is that if two products
are frequently viewed in a single user session, they are related to each other.

To get the product view data, we require a log of product pages accessed by
users. We implemented and deployed user tracking functionality on the websites
of the two retailers in our study. We stored the acquired data as a log of product
page views attributed to permanent user session IDs. The ARs are extracted
from this log using the Apriori AR mining algorithm [1].

For any pair of products for which there is a rule (i ⇒ j), we define a
relatedness score between products i and j, similar to the confidence of the
corresponding rule:

relAR(i, j) =
|{SU : i, j ∈ SU}|
|{SU : i ∈ SU}|

(2)

where SU is the set of all user sessions, and a user session is the set of all product
page views accessed by the user.

Since the AR-based approach relies on actual product views, we cannot guar-
antee complete coverage of the product catalog. In other words, there will be
products which do not appear in any rules and therefore do not have a set of
related products. In fact, for the two retailers that were involved in the study,
the catalog coverage was equal to 6% and 10% of the products.

Moreover, even if a product does appear in a rule, it is typically found in
only a few association rules; for our two retailers, those products which appear
in rules appear in only 1 to 3 association rules. Since our goal is to compute the
top-N related products for any given catalog product (and for any N value),
we cannot rely solely on the AR-based approach for product recommendation.
However, the approach proves to be valuable when combined with the text-based
approach as we show in Section 4.

3.3 Hybrid Approach

Unlike the AR-based approach, the text-based approach is able to compute the
relatedness scores for any pair of products in the catalog (assuming they all
have text descriptions). Therefore, we propose a hybrid combination of the two
techniques: given a product, we compute k of the top-N related products by
first applying the AR-based approach (k ∈ [0, N ]), and then fill the remaining
N − k slots with the top-ranked products returned by the text-based approach.
The precedence of AR-based approach over the text-based technique was chosen
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because the ARs are more accurate (see Section 4, Table 2) and they cover both
the similarity and complementarity aspects of product relatedness.

Additionally, we have implemented a hybrid approach combining association
rules with product popularity. Having computed the top-k related products with
the AR-based approach, we fill the remaining N−k with the most popular items
(popularity estimated as the number of product views).

4 Offline Evaluation

We use offline experiments to determine the optimal configuration of the text-
based approach described above and to compare the different product recommen-
dation approaches, using data of the two retailers. Both retailers use NitroSell
eCommerce — a configurable shopping platform which provides product data
and purchase transaction storage facilities.

NitroSell’s platform provides a basic product recommendation panel display-
ing up to 8 product suggestions when a user is viewing a product page. Therefore,
in our experiments, we set N = 8 when generating the top-N recommendations.

In Nitrosell’s platform at present, the recommendations for each product
(which populate the recommendation panels) are primarily determined man-
ually by the retailer combined with (very limited) information about product
co-occurrences among purchased items. Our aim was to improve this legacy ap-
proach to recommendation.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Evaluating the proposed product relatedness computation requires a ground
truth of product relatedness. In other words, to evaluate the relatedness scores
that our algorithms compute, we need to know which products are actually
related in reality. Since such information is not directly available in retailers’
datasets, we approximated it with two sources of information — the co-purchased
items and items belonging to the same product theme:

1. Co-purchased products are pairs of products that co-occured in user baskets
when they made a purchase at the online store, and these were available to
us because NitroSell’s platform records them in its database.

2. Co-themed products are related by a theme, which is manually assigned to
them by the retailer, e.g., all party costumes and accessories sold during the
Christmas period might be assigned a Christmas theme. To perform a more
detailed evaluation of the recommendation approaches, we also considered
two subsets of the co-themed products as distinct ground truth sources.

3. Substitute products belong to the same theme and the same product cate-
gory. We assume a pair of such products to be substitutes for each other,
e.g., two different Christmas-themed animal costumes.

4. Complementary products belong to the same theme, but different product
categories. We assume a pair of such products to complement each other,
e.g., a Christmas animal costume and a Christmas Santa costume.
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The above sources of information are not available for all products in the
retailers’ product catalogs. Therefore, as made explicit in Table 1, we restricted
the offline experiments to the products that are covered by the ground truth
information and performed the experiments for each of the four product sets
independently.

For each of the four types of ground truth (Co-purchased, Co-themed, Substi-
tute, and Complementary), we denote the set of products covered by the ground
truth as P and define recall and precision metrics:

recall =
|{p ∈ P : (Relp ∩ Topp) 6= ∅}|

|P |
prec. =

∑
p∈P |{i ∈ Topp : i ∈ Relp}|

N · |P |

where Relp is the set of products related to product p according to the ground
truth, and Topp is the set of top-N products retrieved by the product relatedness
computation approach. In other words, we are measuring the ratio of products
for which we can correctly recover at least one related item in the ground truth,
and the average ratio of correct product recommendations in top-N .

4.2 Results

As a baseline approach for comparing against the proposed recommendation
approaches, we used popularity-based product selection — for any given product,
the top-8 most popular (in terms of page views) products were selected. In
addition to the pure text-based approach, we used the hybrid combination of
AR-based and text-based techniques, and the combination of AR-based and
popularity-based methods (see Section 3.3).

For each product recommendation approach, we computed four recall and
precision values — one for each type of ground truth described in the previous
section. Table 1 shows the evaluation results for Retailer #1. The obtained re-
sults show all proposed approaches to outperform the popularity baseline and
the hybrid combination of AR and text-based techniques to outperform other
methods. (Results for Retailer #2 were analogous and are therefore omitted).

Table 1. Recall (and precision) values for Retailer #1.

Approach Co-purchased items
(5020 products)

Same theme items
(4445 products)

Substitutes
(4170 products)

Complementaries
(3085 products)

Popularity 0.16 (0.022) 0.094 (0.023) 0.005 (0.001) 0.135 (0.032)

AR + pop. 0.232 (0.045) 0.185 (0.047) 0.112 (0.025) 0.141 (0.033)

Text-based 0.645 (0.278) 0.91 (0.59) 0.83 (0.475) 0.222 (0.053)

AR + text 0.653 (0.284) 0.912 (0.591) 0.839 (0.478) 0.222 (0.053)

The differences in Table 1 between the pure text-based approach and the
hybrid combination of the text-based and AR-based approaches are small. This
is because the AR-based approach is applicable to only 6% of Retailer’s #1
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product catalog, and so its usefulness is ‘lost’ in the averaging of the recall
values for all products in the ground truth sets.

Therefore, to confirm the usefulness of the AR-based approach (hence sup-
porting selection of the AR + text hybrid), we report the metric values for each
ground truth considering only products that are covered by the ARs (Table 2).

Table 2. Recall (and precision) values for products covered by ARs (Retailer #1 ).

Approach Co-purchased items
(670 products)

Same theme items
(577 products)

Substitutes
(547 products)

Complementaries
(367 products)

Text-based 0.578 (0.141) 0.792 (0.174) 0.713 (0.158) 0.065 (0.01)

AR-based 0.706 (0.18) 0.811 (0.187) 0.815 (0.188) 0.068 (0.01)

The results show a clear advantage of the pure AR-based approach over the
text-based approach. This is particularly evident for the Co-purchased products.
We conclude that the AR-based approach can correctly identify related products
for the portion of the catalog that it covers. Since these products are likely to
be the most popular (most frequently viewed) in the catalog, it is essential to
include the AR-based approach when generating recommendations. We therefore
selected the hybrid combination of the AR-based and text-based techniques to
be used in the online experiments.

5 Online Evaluation

Having identified the best method of computing the product relatedness score,
we deployed the proposed product recommender on the two retailers’ websites,
integrating the recommendation panel into NitroSell’s platform.

The online evaluation of the recommender was conducted within an A/B
testing framework: website users were randomly assigned to either group A or
group B. Users in group A were shown the legacy version of the recommenda-
tion panel, while users in group B were shown the panel generated using the
proposed technique — a hybrid combination of AR and text-based approaches.
As we discussed in Section 4, the legacy recommendations are primarily deter-
mined manually. Therefore, the legacy version of the panel provides a non-trivial
baseline for the evaluation, as we are comparing automatically generated recom-
mendations against manually-defined ones.

5.1 Experimental Setup

To compare the effectiveness of the product recommendations in groups A and
B, we identified the users by a persistent session ID. Once randomly assigned
to group A or B, the users were kept in the same group for subsequent visits to
the website. The experiment data was logged by recording uniquely identifiable
records — events. Event entries consist of a number of attributes, among others:
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– eventType defines the type of the logged event and may have the following
values: {productview, addtobasket, removedfrombasket, ordercomplete}. These
event types correspond to the following events, respectively: the web page for
the product was viewed by the user, the product was added to the user’s
basket, the product was removed from the basket, and the purchase of the
items in the basket was completed;

– recommendedItems defines the list of products that were displayed in the prod-
uct recommendation panel on the product’s web page (applicable to events
with eventType=productview);

– orderTotal denotes the value in euros of the completed order (applicable to
events with eventType=ordercomplete);

– timestamp denotes the time of the logged event.

A user session is defined as the set of events attributed to the same session
ID value. Each session can belong to only one experiment group.

5.2 Performance Metrics

For each experiment group, we computed a number of performance metrics to
compare the user behavior and the effectiveness of product recommendations in
the two groups. The following metrics were used in the evaluation:

– The click-through rate for the product recommendation panel, which we de-
fine as the ratio of product page views which originated from a click on a
recommended product over the total number of product page views:

| e ∈ EG : eventType=productview & productId ∈ RG |
| e ∈ EG : eventType=productview |

where EG is the set of all events in the target experiment group (G = {A,B})
and RG is the set of all product IDs found in the recommendedItems attribute
values among events that occurred before e.timestamp in the same session.

– The average number of product page views per session:

| e ∈ EG : eventType=productview |
|SG|

where SG is the set of sessions in group G. This metric corresponds to the
average session length which is a common performance metric in e-commerce.

– The average number of completed orders per session:

| e ∈ EG : eventType=ordercomplete |
|SG|

which corresponds to the conversion rate — another common performance
metric for e-commerce systems.
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We note that the definition above of a recommendation click is not strict —
it does not require the user to immediately click on a recommended product,
but includes product page views of the recommended item that occur later in
the session. The rationale behind this is that even if users do not directly click
on the recommendation, they may be driven to search for it later. A stricter
definition of the recommendation click is one where we consider only product
page view events whose product ID was among the recommendations in the
previous session event. We report results for both relaxed and strict definitions.

5.3 Results

The results that we present here come from running the online experiment be-
tween March 3rd and August 25th on Retailer’s #1 website, and between March
30th and August 25th on Retailer’s #2 website. Prior to analyzing the collected
data, we filtered the log to exclude duplicate events (which may occur when re-
freshing a webpage) and to discard user sessions that either contain no product
page views, do not begin with a product page view, or consist of one event only
(this indicates customers being redirected from third party shopping platforms).

The remaining data amounts to 7850 (8158) unique user sessions in group A
(B resp.) for Retailer #1, and 1516 (1627) user sessions in group A (B resp.) for
Retailer #2.

We first measured the recommendation panel click-through rate for the two
websites. For Retailer #1, the results show a rate of 0.05 for group A and 0.1
for group B (using the strict definition of the recommendation click), and 0.16
(0.25) for group A (B resp.) using the relaxed definition. The numbers for Retailer
#2 data are 0.07 (0.19) for the strict definition and 0.17 (0.37) for the relaxed
definition in groups A (B resp.). Both retailers show consistency in the results —
the users are more likely to click on a recommended product when it is generated
using the proposed approach. We also observe that users are more likely to click
on the recommendation panel on Retailer’s #2 website. This can be explained
by the different placement of the panel on the two websites: Retailer #1 displays
the panel at the bottom of the page, therefore preventing some users from seeing
the panel without scrolling, while Retailer #2 displays recommendations on the
side of the screen, making them more visible to the users.

The average session length for both retailers is slightly higher for group B:
for Retailer #1 the sessions had an average of 6.4 page views in group A and
6.9 in group B; for Retailer #2 the values are 4.9 (6.8) for groups A (B resp.).

The conversion rate for both retailers showed no difference between the ex-
periment groups: for Retailer #1 both groups showed an average of 0.14 orders
per session, for Retailer #2 an average of 0.04 orders per session.

To further analyze the purchase data in the two experiment groups, we re-
stricted our analysis to users who clicked the recommendation panel at least once
during their interaction with the website. Tables 3 and 4 present the number of
completed orders and total revenue (in euros) among all recorded sessions, and
among sessions that contain a recommendation click (SD – strict definition, RD
– relaxed definition).
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Table 3. An analysis of completed orders for Retailer #1.

Num. of sessions Num. of orders Total revenue
Group A B A B A B

All sessions 7850 8158 1067 1114 38907 39720

SD sessions 1713 2910 340 536 14814 20758

RD sessions 2545 3655 606 737 24688 28016

Table 4. An analysis of completed orders for Retailer #2.

Num. of sessions Num. of orders Total revenue
Group A B A B A B

All sessions 1516 1627 62 71 4735 6258

SD sessions 329 689 19 28 1285 2832

RD sessions 458 753 27 34 2168 3181

For Retailer #1, the total revenue numbers are approximately equal in both
groups. But, when restricting the analysis to user sessions that contain a rec-
ommendation click, the total revenue is higher for group B, due to the fact that
this group contains more sessions with recommendation clicks. For Retailer #2,
the total revenue is higher for group B — both for all the user sessions, and for
sessions containing a recommendation click.

To summarize, we observe that the product recommendation panel in both
websites is not frequently noticed by the users. This may be influenced by the
visibility of the panel, so alternative placement strategies may be explored in the
future. However, among users who click on the recommendations, the number of
completed orders and total revenue are higher in group B. This leads us to believe
that the proposed recommendation approach brings benefit to the retailers.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed a recommender that is a hybrid combination of two techniques
of which the AR-based approach provides higher-quality recommendations but
which, due to data sparsity (i.e., few products being purchased together), can-
not provide recommendations for all products in the catalog. Therefore, a second
technique – the text-based approach – is a necessary complement when gener-
ating recommendations for the full product catalog.

The obtained evaluation results lead us to believe that the proposed approach
results in a more attractive recommendation panel, since the users are more likely
to click on it compared to the legacy version of the panel. We also conclude that
recommendation placement is essential, since users are more likely to click on
recommendations if they are clearly visible on the website and less likely to click
on them if scrolling is required. The results also showed that among users who
engage with product recommendations, the number of completed orders and
total revenue are higher compared to the legacy version of the recommender.
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Moreover, the proposed recommendation approach does not require manual in-
put from the retailers compared to the legacy version of the recommendation
panel in both websites.

An important future work direction is investigating alternative placement of
product recommendations. In addition to displaying the recommendation panel
on the product description page, recommendations could be made on the check-
out page. This alternative placement poses interesting research questions: Are
the same techniques applicable to recommendations when browsing and pur-
chasing products? Should we take into account the active user’s basket contents
when generating recommendations?

Moreover, we may investigate new hybrid solutions (e.g., combining manual
recommendations with the AR-based approach). Another possibility is to exploit
external sources of information, such as existing product taxonomies, to enrich
the text descriptions of products and to improve the quality of the text-based
relatedness computation.

We are also interested in exploiting recommendation techniques for increas-
ing sales diversity [5], as the current data suggests a power law distribution of
product popularity for both retailers.

Finally, a user trial dedicated to recommendation perception could help un-
derstanding the effectiveness of the proposed techniques. In the current experi-
ments, the users were not aware that they were part of an experiment. Actively
gathering their feedback about the product recommendations could help us ob-
tain important insights.
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